We present a discussion of the use of amplitude modulation techniques with regard to the length sensing and control of optical cavities for laser interferometric gravitational wave detectors. Traditional radio frequency amplitude modulation techniques automatically include phase modulation as a product of the modulation process which can contaminate the signal after demodulation. In particular, with many length sensing and control schemes the detected signals are demodulated in quadrature which in the case of a traditional amplitude modulation scheme will result in offsets due to the additional phase modulation. We demonstrate this effect using a simple optical cavity configuration and show that minor adjustments to the optical system can be used to compensate for the extra modulation components.
Several large scale projects around the world are currently building and operating the first generation of laser interferometric gravitational wave antennae (including LIGO [1] (USA), GEO600 [2] (UK/Germany), VIRGO [3] (France/Italy) and TAMA [4] (Japan)). These instruments are based on a Michelson interferometer topology with enhancements from the basic design to improve the detector sensitivity. These improvements take the form of coupled resonant cavities and require more complex length sensing and control schemes to maintain the operating condition for the instrument.
Most lengths in an advanced interferometric detector are controlled using extensions of the Pound-Drever-Hall length sensing scheme, in which radio frequency (RF) sidebands are imposed (modulation) on the laser beam (carrier). On interaction with an interferometric system, the phase relationships between these frequency components are altered and using a simple photodetection and demodulation approach information can be extracted about the relative lengths between optical components within the instrument.
As the instrument becomes more complex, so does the required length sensing scheme. The proposed schemes for advanced instruments [?] typically involve multiple sets of RF sidebands [?] and significant effort goes into the design and selection of sidebands for the purpose of diagonalising the control matrices of such systems (i.e. decoupling the sensing signals for each length from the other lengths) [?] .
To this end it becomes desirable to have a modulation method which can be altered to suit the desired application. In the past, investigations into practical modulation techniques have concentrated on the use of multiple electro-optic modulators to control the amplitude/phase modulation (AM/PM) mixing in such generic modulators [5] . Our approach is to use a minor modification to the conventional RF AM optical configuration (figure 1). Figure 1 : AM/PM/SSB modulator configuration. This set up is comparable to a conventional AM modulation arrangement but with an additional half waveplate placed before the output polariser. The polariser axes are aligned along x and y while the crystal axes (along x and y ) are set at 45 degrees to this reference respectively. A, B, C, D and E are included as points of reference for discussion.
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Amplitude modulating a laser beam using electro-optic crystals can be achieved by locating the modulator crystal between crossed polarisers with the crystal principal axes set at 45 degrees to the polarised light. The system is then biased such that the light before the output polariser is circularly polarised -in our case this is achieved by inserting a quarter waveplate after the modulator although the application of a DC electric field bias to the modulator will give the same effect. After the output polariser only half the power remains in one polarisation state while the rest is discarded. Applying a sinusoidal signal to the modulator results in a sinusoidal amplitude modulation of the output power and can be verified by detection of the throughput intensity on a photodiode.
Examining this process gives an interesting insight into the operation of the conventional AM system. The progression of the light through the system follows a simple step by step transformation (figure 2). Immediately after the input polariser (A) there is only one frequency component -the carrier -which is linearly polarised and the absolute phase at this point can be considered as a reference. On passing through the modulator (B) there are three frequency components -the carrier (slightly reduced in power) and an upper and lower sideband at the modulation frequency.
There are three key points to note at this stage. Firstly, the modulator is being treated as a point source effect with the length of the modulation crystal being taken as negligible with respect to the modulation wavelength. Secondly, the phase of the sidebands is now considered fixed relative to the reference since the polarising op- tics have little effect on phase at non-optical wavelengths. This is not to say that the waveplates cannot alter the polarisation of the sideband frequency components (the absolute wavelength of the sidebands is very close to the carrier) but the phase of the sideband component relative to the reference remains unchanged. Thirdly, an electrooptic modulator in the configuration described above is effectively a voltage-controlled waveplate. In other words, applying a voltage to the electro-optic crystal modulates the phase shift along of one orthogonal crystal axis relative to the other.
If the input beam to the modulator (point A in figure 2 ) is defined along the x and y axes as
where E 0 is the input electric field amplitude and ω 0 is the carrier frequency, then the field components aligned to the two orthogonal electro-optic crystal axes (x and y ) can be described as
Applying a sinusoidal voltage to the modulator has the effect of phase modulating the component aligned to the extraordinary crystal axis (in this case we choose this to be y ) while the field aligned with the orthogonal axis is unaffected (assuming the crystal represents a zero order waveplate for no applied voltage). The electric fields at point B can then be written as
and
where J 0 and J 1 are Bessel functions of the first kind. A cursory glance at this arrangement shows an interesting and perhaps surprising feature; if one was to graph the E 2x field against the individual field components of E 2y then the carrier component is clearly plane polarised while the two sideband components seem to demonstrate circularly polarised behavior with an added phase rotation at the modulation frequency. While somewhat non-intuitive, this can be interpreted such that the lower sideband oscillation represents a left-circularly polarised rotation and the upper sideband represents a right-circularly polarised rotation (based on phase evolution of the sidebands relative to the carrier).
If a quarter-waveplate is inserted and set such that the carrier component becomes circularly polarised (as with the conventional AM scheme) then the sidebands become plane polarised along orthogonal axes (point C in figure 2) . Note that the absolute phase of the carrier component will now be shifted by 45 degrees relative to the reference, because the carrier component in the y is 90 degrees advanced relative to the x carrier component (which has the carrier reference phase). Since the modulation quadrature is defined relative to the absolute carrier phase and the modulation components are unaffected by the waveplates, the quarter waveplate has the effect of shifting the effective quadrature of the modulation. If both axes are taken into account then each sideband can now be treated as if it had both amplitude and phase modulation.
At this stage, the plane polarised sidebands are considered plane polarised orthogonally along the direction defined by the crystal principal axes (i.e. at 45 degrees to the input polariser x and y axes). With a circular carrier, passing this beam through a half waveplate (point D in figure 2 ) means that the carrier amplitude remains constant irrespective of the half waveplate orientation (though an absolute phase change is introduced relative to the reference) whereas the polarisation sidebands can be rotated.
The usefulness of this feature becomes clear after the output polariser (point E in figure 2 ) where only the component aligned to the y axis is present. There are four distinct settings of the waveplates to be considered: (i) One sideband aligned to the y axis and the other to the x axis such that only the lower sideband passes through the polariser (i.e. lower SSB modulation). (ii) The equivalent case at 90 degrees to the first such that the other sideband passes through the polariser (i.e. upper SSB modulation).
(iii) The point where the half waveplate has no effect (equivalent to the conventional AM case) which gives pure AM. (iv) And finally, the point at 90 degrees to the AM case which gives pure PM due to the rotation in quadrature imposed by the absolute phase shift on the carrier component.
While the ability to generate SSB modulation in this fashion may seem unlikely at first, it can be quite easily interpreted as an alignment/sign dependant combination at the output polariser of the x and y components. If we consider that the quarter waveplate shifts the quadrature to give a mix of AM and PM, and the half waveplate changes the phase of the carrier relative to the sidebands while also shift the mixing of the AM and PM in the y axis (i.e. that passed by the output polariser. This set up is directly analogous to the conventional method of generating SSB using a Mach Zehnder with AM in one arm, PM in the other arm and recombining the beams with a 90 degree phase shift between the modulations.
Recent experiments on the Glasgow 10 m prototype interferometer have involved the use of both amplitude modulation and phase modulation for the purposes of diago-nalising the control matrix of a three-mirror coupled-cavity system. This experimental configuration consists of three mirrors in series giving two optical cavities where the centre mirror is common to both cavities. These investigations have been discussed in detail elsewhere ([?] in progress). For the remainder of this paper we will concentrate on the front cavity as it provides a useful experimental probe of the modulation techniques discussed. A simplified outline of the system is shown in figure 3 . The length sensing scheme for the test cavity uses a combination of two modulation frequencies. The first sideband frequency (at 14.525 MHz) is an amplitude modulation (generated using the method described above) and is chosen such that when both sidebands are resonant in the cavity the carrier is anti-resonant. The second sideband frequency (at 10 MHz) is a phase modulation and acts as an optical local oscillator. As these sidebands are in the amplitude and phase quadratures respectively, the beat between them (at 4.525 MHz) gives a bipolar error signal with a zero crossing at the centre of the 14.525 MHz resonance and two zero crossings on either side of this at the 10 MHz resonances. However, because the two modulators are arranged in series, we also get sidebands of sidebands at 4.525 MHz [?]. These sidebands beating with the carrier give an equivalent feature centred around the carrier resonance.
Based on the interpretation outlined above, a model was developed using Jones matrices [?] to track the polarisation of the frequency components through the modulator. With care taken to ensure the sideband components have the correct sign after the output polariser, the modelled components are phase modulated and the resulting components are passed into a standard cavity model where the lengths and mirror properties are set to match the physical arrangement. A comparison of the modelled and measured plots is given in figure 3 where the experimental result clearly matches that predicted by theory for an AM sideband system. Note that the amplitudes have been normalised for ease of comparison. By adjusting the waveplates the theory predicts we should be able to achieve pure phase modulation and single sideband modulation (see figures 4 and 5 respectively). The plots shown have clear features which match the theoretical predictions but there are also additional peaks and troughs superimposed on the main trace. Investigations into cavity alignment indicates that these extra features are due to the resonance of higher order spatial modes and can be minimised by careful alignment of the cavity mirrors.
Operation of the modulation apparatus was performed in a stable temperature environment and has proven to be acceptable for test-bed interferometric length sensing applications over the course of several hours. Due to the temperature dependant nature of birefringent electro-optic crystals the long term operation of such a system would require a stable environment and possibly an electronic feedback system to maintain long-term stability and provide fine control over the sideband properties.
By implementing a minor modification to conventional AM sideband generation apparatus we have demonstrated the practical use of an optically simple and versatile modulation module capable of generating useful combinations of AM,PM and SSB for the purpose of optical length sensing in advanced laser interferometric devices.
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